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RUSSO-TURKISH WAR

The Handbook in the Present Crisis is
ENGLAND'S POLICY in the EAST,

By Baron HENRY DE WORMS,

A fifth edition of which is now readky, containing a map of the seat of war, two statistical tables showing the population, army, name, and reservices of all the Powers immediately interested in the Eastern Question, and of the various nationalities and religions of the Turkish Empire. Demu 8vo., 58.

"Baron Henry de Worms has annexed to the fifth edition of his work, 'England's Policy in the East,' which is just published, two interesting tables" - Times, March 31, [1877]. [Lord Northcliffe]

"Of considerable original interest . . . With wisdom does the Baron de Worms sketch out the future programme of England in the East." - Daily Telegraph [Edward Levy-Lawson, later Lord Burnham]
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